
Thesis Proposal: Resource Allocation for 
Open Edge Access Solutions 
1.1. Introduction: The concept of open edge access (OEA) has emerged as a promising approach to 

democratizing edge computing, enabling seamless connectivity and resource sharing across 

heterogeneous edge networks. In contrast to traditional closed edge platforms, OEA fosters 

interoperability and collaboration among edge providers, enabling diverse devices and applications 

to access and leverage edge resources effectively. However, the openness and distributed nature of 

OEA introduce unique challenges in resource allocation, requiring robust strategies to optimize 

resource usage and manage dynamic workloads across multiple edge servers. 

1.2. Research Background: Traditional edge computing architectures often rely on proprietary 

protocols and closed ecosystems, limiting flexibility and interoperability. This can hinder the adoption 

of edge computing across different domains and platforms. OEA addresses these limitations by 

providing open standards and protocols that enable seamless interaction between edge servers, 

regardless of their manufacturer, type, or location. This openness fosters collaboration and promotes 

innovation in edge computing.  

In an OEA environment, clients can dynamically request and utilize resources from any available edge 

server, regardless of ownership or proximity. This distributed nature challenges traditional resource 

allocation techniques, as it requires efficient strategies for coordinating resource allocation across 

multiple edge providers while ensuring fairness and accountability. Additionally, the heterogeneity of 

edge servers in terms of capabilities and performance adds complexity to resource allocation 

decisions. 

Few decentralized proposed algorithms include: 

• Distributed Matching: This algorithm matches requests with available resources based on 

their compatibility and requirements. It can be effective in handling diverse workloads and 

heterogeneous edge servers. However, it may require complex matching algorithms and 

network communication overhead. 

• • Auction-Based Mechanisms: These algorithms utilize auction principles to allocate 

resources among competing clients. They can achieve efficient resource utilization and fair 

allocation. However, they may introduce additional complexity and computational overhead. 

• • Game Theory-Based Approaches: These algorithms model resource allocation as a game 

where players (clients or edge servers) make strategic decisions to maximize their benefits. 

They can address dynamic and competitive resource environments. However, they often 

require sophisticated game theory models and optimization techniques. 

1.3. Research Gap: Current resource allocation approaches for decentralized edge computing 

systems face several challenges that require innovative solutions: 

• Limited knowledge of resource availability: 

In decentralized environments, edge servers may not have complete knowledge of the 

available resources across the network. This limited visibility makes it difficult to make 

informed allocation decisions. 

• Dynamic resource availability: 

Resource availability can change rapidly in decentralized networks due to factors such as 

device mobility, power consumption, and network congestion. Resource allocation 



algorithms must adapt to these dynamic changes to maintain system stability and 

performance. 

• Limited communication bandwidth: 

Decentralized networks often have limited communication bandwidth, which can constrain 

the exchange of information and resource allocation decisions. Algorithms should be 

designed to minimize communication overhead and optimize utilization under bandwidth 

constraints. 

• Heterogeneity of edge servers: 

Decentralized edge networks may include a mix of edge servers with varying capabilities and 

resource configurations. Resource allocation algorithms must consider this heterogeneity to 

ensure fair and efficient resource allocation among diverse edge providers. 

1.4. Research Objectives: To address these challenges, future research should focus on: 

• Conduct a comprehensive analysis of existing resource allocation algorithms and their 

applicability to Open Edge Access Environments. 

• Identify the key challenges and limitations of traditional resource allocation methods in Open 

Edge Access scenarios. 

• Techniques to proactively identify available resources within the decentralized network, 

enabling efficient resource allocation without relying on flooding of network traffic. 

• Algorithms that can predict future resource demands and adjust allocation decisions in real-

time to maintain system stability and performance under dynamic conditions. 

• Efficient protocols that enable edge servers to negotiate resource sharing agreements with 

minimal communication overhead, particularly in bandwidth-constrained environments. 

• Techniques to address the heterogeneity of edge servers and ensure that resources are 

allocated fairly among diverse providers, while considering factors such as resource 

availability, capability, and performance. 

• Evaluate the performance and effectiveness of proposed algorithms under various workload 

conditions, network configurations, and edge provider scenarios. 

By addressing these research gaps, we can develop resource allocation strategies that enable 

efficient and secure resource sharing in decentralized edge computing systems, paving the way for a 

more distributed, open, and interoperable edge computing paradigm. 

1.5. Tools and Software: The specific tools and software required for this research will depend on the 

chosen methodology and the specific algorithms being developed. However, some general tools that 

may be beneficial include: 

• Simulation tools like CloudSim and Parsec can be used to model and evaluate the 

performance of resource allocation under various workload conditions and network 

configurations. 

• Machine learning libraries like TensorFlow and PyTorch can be leveraged for developing 

predictive resource allocation algorithms that can anticipate future resource demands and 

adjust allocation decisions accordingly. 

• Network modeling tools: Network modeling tools like Mininet, Proxmox Cluster and 

OpenStack can be used to create virtualized network environments for testing and evaluating 

resource allocation algorithms in simulated distributed settings 


